Viro MECHANICAL SAFES INSTALLATION
Depending on the model, safe could be wall-mounted or installed on a plane surface.
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For the first type of installation, it is necessary to install the safe in a suitable
place, that is a wall not particularly humid and placed in a moisture condensation
free room. After having checked the correct working of all components of the safe
(by opening and closing the safe with the key), for the installation it is necessary:
1.

Make a hole into the wall, with the following features, in order to grant perfect
hold:

•
•

Optimal Depth: the safe door should be perfectly aligned to the wall
(see fig. 1).
A free space of 5÷10 cm. on all the 4 sides for filling with cement.

Empty spaces inside the wall should be filled with bricks until a plane and stable
surface for the safe has been built. Furthermore, to be more resistant to attack it is
possible to insert steel ring into the back frame.
2.
3.

Protect the front of the safe with transparent plastic fixed with scotch or
similar adhesive material.
Fix the safe into the hole after checking the correct position i.e. door hinges
are positioned on right-hand side when you face it and the installing surface
is plane (see fig. 2). Never turn the safe upside down: in that case,
Viro is not responsible for working defects of the safe.

4.
5.

Insert the safe and fix with cement filling.
After the installation and in order to avoid condensation inside the
safe, it is recommended to leave the door opened for a couple of
days.
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Free standing safes can be wall mounted by
using dowels, fixed on a plane surface, for
example into a piece of furniture (see fig. 2) or
wall mounted using anchoring kit (item
4500.0758). N.B. : for free standing safe
wall installation it is necessary to follow
same instructions as per wall safes.

Warranty conditions and contents
All Viro products undergo the most stringent testing and therefore guarantee reliability. Viro SpA reserves the right to introduce modifications or improvements to its products, which may
deem desirable without obligating itself to install such improvements to its previously manufactured safes. Viro SpA guarantee their products to be free from defects in material and
manufacturing for the period provided for by effective law on purchasing time (Decr. Leg. 2/02/02 n.24 that puts into effect Directive No 1099/44/CE) and will replace or repair at no charge
all component parts of the product under warranty – after consultation with our technical department or an authorised Service Centre - should they be defective due to a manufacturing or
material flaw. The warranty covers the replacement of the components, ex-works, if defective, but does not include the safe opening costs, the removing costs and the final replacement, or
any other cost or damage, even though related to the defective product. The property damage responsibility of Viro SpA will be in no case higher than the selling price of the article itself,
even if the damage – including the content of the safe – is due to forcing, theft or burglary. The warranty shall not apply to any Viro component part which has been subject to misuse,
neglect, incorrect installation of maintenance, or to a use in contravention of instructions furnished by the Company. The warranty does not extend to safes which have been installed in
unsuitable environments or which have been repaired by unauthorised personnel or suffered damage in transit, or to any other circumstance not ascribable to faults in manufacture. Viro
SpA shall not be liable for any direct, indirect and consequential damage and/or injury arising from the malfunctioning of their product or from the safes, or if caused by negligence or by
lack of compliance with the instructions manual. The warranty shall take effect from the date of purchase. Sales receipt (fiscal receipt, cash-desk receipt, invoice, delivery note or the like)
validates the date of purchase, irrespective of the actual fitting date. Failing a sales receipt, the warranty shall be calculated from the date of manufacture of the product, which shall be
determined from its serial number. In case of purchasing of safe/cabinet supplied complete with external contacts for the emergency opening (without mechanical emergency opening),
should the safe not be open due to its block or malfunctioning, Viro S.p.A. is free from any responsibility for damages caused to things or persons, even if connected or depending to the
malfunctioning, including the content of the safe. The Seller is completely excluded from any costs and charges for forced opening of the safes/cabinets, their removal and further new
installation of the product and the restoration of the places conditions.
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